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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This scoping report for the intersections of Colchester Avenue, Riverside Avenue, Barrett Street,
and Mill Street located in Burlington, Vermont was conducted as part of the Chittenden County
Regional Planning Commission’s (CCRPC) annual work program at the request of the City of
Burlington. The consulting firm Stantec, Inc. was hired by the CCRPC to complete this study.
Burlington’s request was made to continue the previous planning work conducted during the
2011 Colchester Avenue Corridor Plan that recommended:
“The complex of three intersections should be consolidated into one signalized
intersection between Colchester Avenue, Riverside Avenue and Barrett Street. The traffic
signal at the Riverside Avenue-Mill Street intersection would be eliminated and the Mill
Street approach would be controlled by a stop sign and widened to include left and
right turn lanes. The consolidation has design issues that need to be further evaluated
through a more detailed scoping process that would include a land survey and more
focused input from adjacent property owners.”
The study area is shown below in Figure 1.
Figure 1 Project Study Area

The scoping study considered several other studies and plans that were not available when the
corridor plan was prepared. This information was reviewed and incorporated throughout the
study as appropriate including but not limited to:
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•

The Burlington Transportation Plan;

•

planBTV Walk Bike;

•

A traffic impact assessment for a nearby hotel proposal; and,

•

The Burlington Complete Streets Guidance.

A “complete street” is one that accommodates all travel modes – driving, walking, biking, etc.
One goal of the scoping study was to incorporate complete street elements into the intersection
design alternatives.
The study process included working closely with a Project Advisory Committee consisting of
community leaders, Burlington & Winooski staff, CCRPC staff, neighborhood representatives and
others. PAC members are listed below.
Burlington City Staff
Burlington City Council
Ward 1 NPA
CCTA
CATMA & Hill Institutions
Winooski City Staff
Local Motion
Redstone/VT Commercial
CCRPC

Nicole Losch, Meagan Tuttle
Sharon Bushor
Wayne Senville/Richard Hillyard
David Armstrong/Rachel Kennedy
Sandy Thibault
Alex Sampson/Jon Rauscher
Jason Van Driesche/Allegra Williams
Linda Letourneau
Eleni Churchill/Jason Charest

The PAC was responsible for reviewing interim work products prepared as part of the study and
making final recommendations to City boards.

EXISTING CONDITIONS
The existing intersection is actually three separate intersections that are all controlled by one
traffic signal system. As a main entrance or gateway to Burlington from points north, it processes
a considerable amount of vehicle traffic. The combined intersection operates near its
theoretical capacity during the PM peak hour and has little or no capacity to process additional
vehicles. The intersection of Colchester Avenue and Barrett Street is recognized by VTrans as a
High Crash Location. Its configuration is confusing to unfamiliar motorists.
The study area is presently lacking in its non-motorized accommodations. While there are
crosswalks, they are not controlled by the signals and leave pedestrians to cross at their
discretion. There are no on-road bicyclist facilities. Sidewalks exist around the perimeter of the
intersection and there is a multi-use path along Riverside Avenue. Parking is permitted along the
eastern side Colchester Avenue between Barrett and Mill Streets but is undefined and vehicles
have been observed to park both parallel and angled.
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PURPOSE AND NEED STATEMENT
Purpose: The purpose of the Colchester Avenue/Riverside Avenue intersection scoping study is
to define a safer intersection that enhances mobility and access for all users while contributing
to livable and vibrant communities and ensuring efficient operations.
Needs:
1. Improve safety and mobility for all users of the intersection.
2. Simplify the intersection.
3. Enhance the gateway into Burlington.
4. Manage traffic congestion.

FUTURE CONDITIONS
The future year for this study was 2035 and peak hour traffic volumes were determined by taking
into consideration proposed development in the nearby area along with historic traffic growth
trends. This resulted in traffic volumes being projected to increase in the future and, absent any
improvements, further increase congestion. In the PM peak hour, the combined intersection is
expected to be over capacity with significantly longer traffic delays.

ALTERNATIVES
The Project Advisory Committee considered a range of transportation improvements to address
the project’s purpose and need. System improvements that could be constructed in the short (0
to 3 years) and medium terms (3 to 10 years) were developed and evaluated. Since none of the
alternatives add significant vehicle capacity, it will be imperative to continue to pursue
Transportation Demand Management (TDM) strategies and promote alternative modes that
reduce peak hour traffic congestion impacts. Short- and medium-term improvements are
described below.

Short Term Improvements
Short term improvements consist of minor changes to the transportation system that can be
easily implemented with limited curb relocations and generally do not require permits, right-ofway acquisition, or extensive drainage system changes. The short-term improvements
considered and ultimately adopted by the PAC are shown in Figure 2. As shown, enhanced
accommodations for pedestrians and bicyclists are proposed to include a new crosswalk,
pedestrian traffic signals, and wider crosswalks. Signal system changes, the addition of a
protected left-turn phase for southbound traffic on Colchester Avenue turning into Barrett Street,
are also proposed to enhance safety. In recent years a pedestrian was struck and killed by a
vehicle making this left turn.
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Figure 2 Recommended Short-Term Improvements
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Medium Term Improvements
Three medium term improvements were developed and evaluated. A brief synopsis of each of
the three is as follows:
•

Alternative 1 – 4-way Intersection


•

Alternative 2 – 4-way Intersection with Separate Right Turn Lane


•

This alternative reconfigures the existing three intersections most closely to what
was called for in the Colchester Avenue Corridor Study. The result is one signalized
intersection, 4-wqy intersection at Colchester Avenue and Barrett Street and an
unsignalized intersection at Colchester Avenue and Mill Street.

Largely similar to Alternative 1, Alternative 2 additionally consists of a separated
southbound right turn lane from Colchester Avenue creating a yield condition
onto Riverside Avenue.

Alternative 3 – Roundabout


Alternative 3 provides a modern, hybrid roundabout at the existing Colchester
Avenue/Barrett Street intersection incorporating Riverside Avenue.

Comparison of Alternatives
A comparison of the alternatives is outlined according to the study’s purpose and need
statement in the matrix below. As shown, costs and performance associated with Alternatives 1
and 2 are comparable. Alternative 3 offers the greatest benefits but also at the highest cost.
There are also significant challenges associated with implementation of Alternative 3,
particularly with respect to right-of-way acquisition and impact to historic properties.
Figure 3 Alternatives Evaluation Matrix

Alternative 1

Alternative 2

Alternative 3

No
Build

Short Term
Improvements

4 Way Intersection

4 Way Intersection
w/ Separate Right
Lane

$0

$875,000

$3,300,000

$3,430,000

$6,700,000

No

Some

Better

Better

Best

Provides Safer
Bicycle
Connectivity
Winooski to
Burlington

No

Some (allows
safer east/west
bicyclist
movements)

Some (protected
bike lanes south
of Barrett and
south of Mill
northbound)

Some (protected
bike lanes south of
Barrett and south
of Mill
northbound)

Some (protected
bike lanes south of
Barrett)

Reduces Potential
for Crashes

No

Some

Better

Better

Best

CRITERIA

Project Costs

Roundabout

PURPOSE AND NEED
Improves Pedestrian
Safety
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No
Build

Short Term
Improvements

Reduces
Intersection
Complexity

No

No

Manages Peak Hour
Congestion

No

Some

ROW Impacts

None

None

Historic Resources

None

CRITERIA

Alternative 1

Alternative 2

Alternative 3

4 Way Intersection

4 Way Intersection
w/ Separate Right
Lane

Best

Best

Better

Some

Better

Best

Minor (1600 sf)

Minor (1600 sf)

Major (4000 sf/ 1
house)

None

None

None

Major (Removes 4(f)
resource)

No
change

No Change

Treatment
opportunity

Treatment
opportunity

Treatment
opportunity

0

Some (-1 – N.
of Barrett St.
-2 – S. of Barrett
St.)

More (-5 – N. of
Barrett St.
-2 – S. of Barrett
St.)

More (-5 – N. of
Barrett St.
-2 – S. of Barrett
St.)

More
(-5 – N. of Barrett St.
-2 – S. of Barrett St.)

0

Some
(3 poles relocated
along Colchester
Ave)

Some
(3 poles relocated
along Colchester
Ave)

Some
(3 poles relocated
along Colchester
Ave)

Roundabout

IMPACTS

Stormwater
Net Change in Onstreet parking
spaces

Aerial Utilities

0

PROJECT ADVISORY COMMITTEE RECOMMENDATIONS
The Project Advisory Committee met five times throughout the study. Three of these meetings
were focused on the development and consideration of the short- and medium-term
improvements. There was unanimous agreement that the short-term improvements should be
pursued as soon as possible with the acknowledgment that certain recommended actions are
actively being pursued by the City. The PAC also recommended Alternative 1, shown in Figure 4,
be chosen as the municipally preferred alternative. Alternative 3 – Roundabout, was eliminated
from consideration due to is cost and level of risk. With Alternative 1 – 4-way Intersection and
Alternative 2 – 4-way Intersection with Separate Right Turn Lane being so similar, there was much
discussion between the two and finer points of difference. With support from the vast majority,
the Project Advisory Committee ultimately recommended Alternative 1 citing the potential to
develop a pocket park to the west of the intersection and all crosswalks being controlled by
signals.
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Figure 4 Recommend Medium Term Alternative – Alternative 1
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1.0

INTRODUCTION

The City of Burlington obtained transportation planning assistance from the Chittenden County
Regional Planning Commission (CCRPC) to complete a scoping study for the Colchester
Avenue/Riverside Avenue/Barrett Street/Mill Street intersection. Stantec Consulting Services Inc.
was retained by the CCRPC to develop this scoping report. The scoping process involves first
quantifying existing roadway and traffic conditions and then defining a purpose and need for the
project. Alternative improvement strategies are then identified and evaluated leading to the
selections of a preferred alternative.
The scoping process includes working closely with a Project Advisory Committee made up of
community leaders, City staff, CCRPC staff, neighborhood representatives and others. Advisory
committee members for this project are listed below.
Burlington City Staff
Burlington City Council
Ward 1 NPA
CCTA
CATMA & Hill Institutions
Winooski City Staff
Local Motion
Redstone/VT Commercial
CCRPC

Nicole Losch, Meagan Tuttle
Sharon Bushor
Wayne Senville/Richard Hillyard
David Armstrong/Rachel Kennedy
Sandy Thibault
Alex Sampson/Jon Rauscher
Jason Van Driesche/Allegra Williams
Linda Letourneau
Eleni Churchill/Jason Charest

The advisory committee is charged with recommending a preferred alternative to the Burlington
City Council for their consideration.

2.0

PROJECT BACKGROUND

The 2011 Colchester Avenue Corridor Plan identified improvements to the Colchester
Avenue/Riverside Avenue/Barrett Street/Mill Street intersection that could be developed as a
stand-alone project contributing to the overall “Complete Street” vision of Colchester Avenue.
The corridor plan identified the challenges associated with the effective operation of three
separate, closely-spaced intersections, shown in Figure 5, as a single intersection and
recommended geometric changes to consolidate the three intersections. This scoping study
builds upon the corridor plan to further evaluate the consolidation plan as well as other possible
alternative intersection improvement strategies.

November 28, 2018
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Figure 5 Project Study Area

2.1

EXISTING PLAN AND STUDY REVIEW

In addition to the corridor plan, several other studies and plans have been developed that
considered traffic and pedestrian concerns at the Colchester Avenue/Riverside Avenue
intersection. These studies were reviewed in the preparation of this scoping study and are listed
below.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Comprehensive Transportation Plan, 2011 (City of Burlington/CCRPC) and Appendix 2:
Street Design Guidelines
Traffic Impact Study 2013 (RSG Inc.)- Grove Street
Traffic Impact Study (Trudell Consulting Engineers)- Riverside Avenue (Handy Property
Development)
Burlington Complete Streets Guidance, January 2013 (DPW)
BTV Walk Bike Plan, 2015
Municipal Development Plan, 2014

The Comprehensive Transportation Plan, the BTV Walk Bike Plan and the Burlington Complete
Streets Guidance were also referenced for design guidance in developing conceptual
improvement plans for the study intersection. Key elements of three of the above documents are
discussed below.

November 28, 2018
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2.1.1

Colchester Avenue Corridor Plan

The Colchester Avenue Corridor Plan outlines the City’s vision, goals, objectives and
recommended actions for Colchester Avenue. The goals stated in the corridor plan are
applicable to this intersection study. The corridor plan goals are listed below.
1) Design Colchester Avenue consistent with the “Complete Streets” concept.
2) Provide a range of transportation options that are safe, efficient and convenient to
serve the diverse needs of residents, businesses, institutions and travelers through the
corridor.
3) Enhance safety for vehicular, pedestrian, bicycle and bus travel.
4) Develop strategies that support community character and enhance the built
environment.
5) Design and operate transportation projects and services within the corridor to enhance
the environment.
6) Develop transportation projects and services cooperatively and implement projects in
time to meet immediate and long-term needs.
Source: Colchester Avenue Corridor Plan, RSG, 2011.

2.1.2

“Complete Street” Model

The 2013 Burlington Department of Public Works’ Complete Streets Guidance outlines a new
approach to incorporate pedestrian, bicyclist and vehicle needs along Burlington streets. The
Complete Streets Guidance was developed as a supplement to Burlington’s Transportation Plan
and to support compliance with Act 34. The Complete Street Model requires consideration of the
following features when designing a roadway and incorporating them when feasible.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sidewalks
Transit stops
Parking
Vehicle lanes
Crosswalks
Median and pedestrian refuge islands
Curb extensions
Curb return radii

The Burlington Complete Streets Guidance document was considered in developing alternative
improvement plans for this study.

November 28, 2018
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2.1.3

planBTV Walk Bike Plan

The City of Burlington’s Master Plan and The Burlington Transportation Plan led to the
development of a plan targeted for pedestrians and bicyclists, planBTV Walk Bike. The plan
includes the following goals:
•
•

”CREATING SAFER STREETS FOR EVERYONE...We will eliminate traffic-related fatalities and
serious injuries by 2026,” and,
“MAKING WALKING AND BIKING A VIABLE (AND ENJOYABLE) WAY TO GET AROUND
TOWN...By 2026, reliance on drive-alone trips will be low, and alternative modes will make
up the majority of commute trips in Burlington”.

The plan also includes goals for comprehensive network enhancements and use of active
transportation modes for 5, 10 and 20-year milestones. Colchester Avenue and Riverside Avenue
are highlighted in the plan as priority zones and indicated as areas in need of immediate
attention.

3.0
3.1

EXISTING CONDITIONS
ROADWAY CHARACTERISTICS

The project study area, identified in Figure 5 above, is located in Burlington, Vermont, south of the
Winooski River Bridge and includes three intersections:
•
•
•

Mill Street/Colchester Avenue/Riverside Avenue
Barrett Street/Colchester Avenue
Barrett Street/Riverside Avenue

These closely-spaced, signalized intersections are characterized by high vehicular and pedestrian
traffic volumes, un-signalized pedestrian crossings, substandard geometry and substantial crash
history. The speed limit through the intersections is 25 mph.

November 28, 2018
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3.1.1

Riverside Avenue

Riverside Avenue, a section of U.S.
Route 7 and U.S. Route 2, is a Class
I Town Highway and Principal
Arterial. Route 7 functions as the
primary north-south travel corridor
for much of western Vermont with
Riverside Avenue serving as a
direct, two-lane, curbed corridor
between Burlington and Winooski.
Figures 6 and 7 display Riverside
Avenue southwest and northeast
of Barrett Street, respectively.
Riverside Avenue was
reconstructed approximately 13
years ago, and a shared use path
was added along the corridor. The
shoulders are narrow in the vicinity
of the intersection thus limiting onroad bike access.
The 2011 Transportation Plan for the
City of Burlington proposed to
develop and categorize Riverside
Avenue as a Bicycle Street. The
Bicycle Street Design incorporates
many elements of the Complete
Street Model with an extra focus on
improving the convenience and
safety of bicyclists along the corridor.
A variety of improvements to bicycle
facilities including proper signage
and additional pavement markings
could be implemented to make the
corridor more aligned with its
intended purpose outlined in the
Transportation Plan.

November 28, 2018

Figure 6: Riverside Avenue Southwest of Intersection with
Barrett Street

Figure 7: Riverside Avenue Northeast of Intersection with
Barrett Street
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3.1.2

Colchester Avenue

Colchester Avenue is generally a
two-lane curbed Class I Town
Highway. It is also a Minor Arterial,
providing access to the University of
Vermont (UVM) Campus in Burlington
and to Burlington’s downtown. It
continues north over the Winooski
Bridge as seen in Figure 8 and carries
the U.S. Routes 7 and 2 designations
into Winooski.
Colchester Avenue generally has
narrow shoulders with sidewalk
available on both sides. Throughout
the corridor on-street parallel parking
is available on one or both sides of
the road. See the following sections
for more information on walk/bike
facilities and parking
accommodations. Figure 9 displays
the roads characteristics south of the
Mill Street/Riverside Avenue
intersection. A green triangular island
splits Riverside Avenue and Colchester
Avenue on the west side of Colchester
Avenue as they both intersect with
Barrett Street.

Figure 8: Colchester Avenue at Barrett Street Looking
Towards Winooski

Figure 9: South Section of Colchester Avenue
Heading into Burlington

In the 2011 Transportation Plan, the
City of Burlington proposed to develop
and categorize Colchester Avenue as
a Complete Street. Currently,
Colchester Avenue does not comply
with the City’s Complete Street guidelines. A variety of improvements to pedestrian and bicycle
facilities, as well as aesthetic features, are needed.

November 28, 2018
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3.1.3

Mill Street

Figure 10: Mill Street

Mill Street is a Class III Town
Highway and Local Road. It
provides access to both apartment
buildings and the Chace Mill
(home to a variety of small
businesses). It provides signalized
access onto Colchester and
Riverside Avenues as seen in Figure
10. The street terminates in the
Chace Mill parking area and there
is a privately-owned access from
the parking area to Chase Street in
the rear of the parking area.

3.1.4

Barrett Street

Figure 11: Barrett Street

Barrett Street is a Class II Town
Highway and Major Collector. It
provides access to Burlington and
South Burlington via Chase Street,
Grove Street, and Patchen Road.
An alternate private access to the
Chace Mill is provided from lower
Chase Street. Figure 11 displays
Barrett Street’s approach from the
east at its intersection with
Colchester Avenue.
The 2011 Transportation Plan
proposed that Mill Street and
Barrett Street as well as their intersections with Riverside Avenue and Colchester Avenue be
categorized as a Neighborhood Center. This model goes beyond the City’s Complete Street
guidelines to provide a mixture of properties and features that would complement the
surrounding neighborhood.

November 28, 2018
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3.2
3.2.1

INTERSECTION CHARACTERISTICS
Colchester Avenue/Riverside Avenue/Mill Street

The Colchester Avenue/Riverside
Avenue/Mill Street intersection is a
skewed four-way signalized
intersection as seen in Figure 12. The
intersection’s lane configurations are
shown in Figure 14. Note that the
northbound Colchester Avenue
approach is marked as one lane but
functions as two.

Figure 12: South Perspective of Riverside Avenue/Mill Street
Intersection

See Section 3.8 Walk and Bike
Facilities for further description of the
intersection’s features.

3.2.2

Riverside Avenue/Barrett Street

The Riverside Avenue/Barrett Street
Intersection functions as a three-way
signalized intersection with Riverside
Avenue being the major roadway
and Barrett Street teeing up to it from
the east. The intersection’s lane
configurations are displayed in Figure
14. The intersection can be seen in
Figure 13.

November 28, 2018

Figure 13: Southwest Perspective of Riverside
Avenue/Barrett Street Intersection
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Figure 14: Project Area's Lane Configuration
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3.2.3

Colchester Avenue/Barrett Street

The Colchester Avenue/Barrett Street Intersection is a four-way signalized intersection with
Colchester Avenue being the major roadway. The intersection’s lane configuration is displayed in
Figure 14 and is shown in Figure 15.
Figure 15: North Perspective of Colchester
Avenue/Barrett Street Intersection

3.3

INTERSECTION AESTHETIC SUMMARY

This intersection forms the northerly gateway to the City of Burlington. The 2014 Municipal
Development Plan, includes a Built Environment Policy to “enhance the City’s gateways and
streetscapes”. Consequently, one study goal is to consider the redesign of roadway elements
that help define this gateway. Lighting, sidewalks, landscape, overhead utilities/visual clutter and
bus stops compose the area’s character and develop an experience for intersection users. These
features can be improved to better meet the needs of the community and to define this as an
aesthetically appealing gateway.
The intersection is lit inconsistently by high-pressure sodium lamps with cobra head fixtures. These
lights limit the visibility of pedestrians at crosswalks and provide an inconsistent aesthetic look with
the ornamental light fixtures on Riverside Avenue. These lights are not cut off, adding light
pollution to the area.
A ”green belt”, approximately three feet in width, separates the sidewalk on Riverside Avenue
from the adjacent vehicular travel lanes. Green belts are also provided on both sides of
Colchester Avenue approaching the intersection with a width of approximately five feet on the
east side and three feet on the west side. There are no trees planted in any of the green belts.
Overhead utilities and posted signs along the approaches contribute to visual clutter. Two sign
designated bus stops exist in this project area, but a lack of bus turnouts produce additional
delays for through traffic.
The “Complete Street” model proposes to offer a complete experience to pedestrians, bicyclists
and cars as they use the intersection. Current aesthetic alterations would enhance the users’
experience and create an entrance to the City.
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3.4

TRAFFIC SIGNAL PHASING

Currently, Colchester Avenue, Riverside Avenue, Barrett Street and Mill Street phasing operates
on a single traffic signal controller. The cycle begins with phases two and six allowing north and
south movement along Colchester Avenue as noted in Figure 16. Phase three allows northbound
and southbound movement along Riverside Avenue including northbound right turns across
Colchester Avenue onto Barrett Street. Phase four allows westbound movement on both Barrett
Street and Mill Street. Refer to Appendix A for Phasing Diagrams provided from the City of
Burlington.
Figure 16: Traffic Phasing Diagram

In 2010 this system was upgraded from a mechanical pre-timed controller box in the median
between Colchester Avenue and Barrett Street to a digital controller with video vehicle
detection. The digital controller allows the signal system to respond to traffic demand thereby
significantly increasing the efficiency of the intersection.
Future plans for the project area include adding pedestrian signals, upgrading existing
equipment such as traffic signal heads and street lights, and adding a fifth vehicle detection
camera to the system with the intent of increasing pedestrian safety and the intersection’s
efficiency.
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3.5

TRAFFIC VOLUMES

Traffic volume data for the study area, including Annual Average Daily Traffic (AADT) volumes
and peak hour volumes, were available from VTrans. VTrans’ 2012 and 2013 AADT volumes for the
study area roadways, minus Mill Street, are displayed in Table 1.
Table 1: Current (2012) AADT Volumes
Location

AADT

Count Years

Riverside Ave.

15600

2012

Colchester Ave.- North of Riverside Ave.

30600

2012

Colchester Ave.- South of Riverside Ave.

13000

2013

Barrett Street

4200

2012

VTrans conducted a 12-hour vehicle turning movement count at the Colchester
Avenue/Riverside Avenue/Mill Street intersection on July 23, 2014. Figures 17-19 display hourly
volumes by direction on the Colchester Avenue and Riverside Avenue approaches. As shown,
there are defined morning commuter peaks and midday peaks however the highest volume
levels occur during the afternoon commuter peak period. During the afternoon commuter peak
period the heaviest volumes are leaving Burlington headed eastbound on Riverside Avenue or
northbound on Colchester Avenue. The raw count data can be found in Appendix B.
The raw count data also displays pedestrian volumes. Seven pedestrian movements were
recorded at three interconnected intersections during the AM peak hour. Another 29 pedestrian
movements were recorded during the PM peak hour. For both peak hours most of the pedestrian
activity was reported at the Barrett Street/Colchester Avenue intersection. Bicycle movements
were not reported. Field visits conducted by Stantec indicate that most of the bike activity in the
area occurs along the Riverside Avenue shared-use path.
Figure 17: Riverside Avenue Hourly Volumes
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Figure 18: Colchester Avenue Hourly Volumes - South of Riverside Avenue
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Figure 19: Colchester Avenue Hourly Volumes - North of Riverside Avenue
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Following VTrans’ methodology, recorded traffic volumes were increased four percent to yield
existing AM and PM Design Hourly Volumes (DHVs). The DHV’s are shown in Figures 20 and 21. The
DHV calculations for these can be found in Appendix C along with the documents explaining the
calculation processes.
Figure 20: AM Existing Design Hourly Volumes
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Figure 21: PM Existing Design Hourly Volumes
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3.6

INTERSECTION OPERATIONS

Intersection and roadway operating levels of service (LOS) have been calculated for the study
area intersections based on the traffic volume, geometry, and traffic control type previously
mentioned. The results of these calculations, which are intended to quantify intersection
operations, are presented below.

3.6.1

Level of Service Criteria

Level of service (LOS) is a term used to describe the quality of the traffic flow on a roadway
facility at a particular point in time. It is an aggregate measure of travel delay, travel speed,
congestion, driver discomfort, convenience, and safety based on a comparison of roadway
system capacity to roadway system travel demand. Operating levels of service are reported on a
scale of A to F, with A representing operating conditions with little or no delay to motorists, and F
representing operating conditions with long delays and traffic demands sometimes exceeding
roadway capacity.
Intersection operating levels of service are calculated in accordance with procedures defined in
the Highway Capacity Manual, published by the Transportation Research Board. For unsignalized
and signalized intersections the operating level of service is based on travel delays. Delays can
be measured in the field but generally are calculated as a function of the following: traffic
volume; peaking characteristic of traffic flow; percentage of heavy vehicles in the traffic stream;
type of traffic control; number of travel lanes and lane use; intersection approach grades; and
pedestrian activity. Through this analysis, volume-to-capacity ratios can be calculated for
individual movements or for the intersection as a whole. A volume-to-capacity ratio of 1.0
indicates that a movement or intersection is operating at its theoretical capacity. The specific
delay criteria applied per the 2010 Highway Capacity Manual to determine operating levels of
service are summarized in Table 2.
Table 2: Intersection Level of Service Criteria
Level of Service

Average Delay per Vehicle (Seconds)
Unsignalized
Signalized Intersections
Intersections

A

≤10.0

≤10.0

B

10.1 to 20.0

10.1 to 15.0

C

20.1 to 35.0

15.1 to 25.0

D

35.1 to 55.0

25.1 to 35.0

E

55.1 to 80.0

35.1 to 50.0

F1

>80.0

>50.0

Level of Service F is also assigned if the volume-to-capacity ratio exceeds 1.0 for a specific movement or lane group. For

1

approach-based and intersection assessments, LOS is defined solely by delay. (Source: HCM 2010 Highway Capacity
Manual, Transportation Research Board, National Academy of Sciences, Washington, DC, 2010.)
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For two-way stop-controlled intersections, the major approaches have the right-of-way and
experience little to no delay aside from impeding left or right-turning vehicles. Generally, the
delays at two-way stop-controlled intersections are experienced on the minor approaches. As a
result, there is no methodology for calculating an overall intersection LOS at two-way stopcontrolled intersections.

3.6.2

Calculated Operating Levels of Service

Capacity analysis results for the study area intersections are presented in Table 3 below. All three
intersections are interconnected and are operated by a single traffic signal controller.
Consequently, each intersection was first analyzed separately and then the critical movements
at each location were considered to define operating conditions for the combined intersection.
When considered separately, each intersection operates at 73 percent capacity or less. When all
three intersections are considered as a single location, the overall intersection volume-tocapacity ratio approaches 1.0 for the PM peak commuter hour. As previously explained, this
means the intersection is at its theoretical capacity limit and cannot process more traffic. Field
observations confirm these findings with long vehicle queues observed on Barrett Street
westbound and Colchester Avenue northbound during the PM peak hour. Capacity analysis
worksheets for existing and future analysis conditions are presented in Appendix D.
Table 3: Existing Intersection Capacity Analysis Results

Signalized Intersection

Peak
Hour

Colchester Ave / Riverside Ave / Mill St

Existing DHV (2015)

LOS1

Delay2

V/C3

AM
PM

B
B

10.6
12.6

0.60
0.59

AM
PM

B
D

10.4
49.1

0.44
0.69

AM
PM

C
D

22.2
38.5

0.49
0.73

AM
PM

C
D

21.9
50.8

0.69
0.98

Colchester Ave / Barrett St

Riverside Ave / Barrett St

Combined Intersection

1 LOS=

Level of Service
= Average delay expressed in seconds per vehicle
3 V/C = Volume-to-capacity ratio for critical movements
2 Delay

3.7

LAND USE AND ZONING

Colchester Avenue and Riverside Avenue are major routes for access into and out of Burlington
from the east/northeast, Downtown Winooski, The University of Vermont (UVM), and UVM Medical
Center. The intersection immediately serves employees and customers at Chace Mill, Champlain
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Mill, Dominos, stores along the Winooski Circulator and visitors to the Winooski River’s nature trails.
This intersection serves residents, employees, and students and must be designed to
accommodate substantial fluxes in vehicle, pedestrian, and bicycle traffic.
All roads leading up to the intersection have mixed land uses including residential, commercial,
institutional, and government/public. To understand the current land uses leading up to and
through the project area as well as the City of Burlington’s expectations for land development in
this area, the City’s Municipal Development Plan (planBTV) and the Burlington Comprehensive
Development Ordinance must be observed.
planBTV is a plan developed by the City of Burlington, readopted on March 31, 2014, which
presents the long-range vision and goals for land use and land development. This plan
emphasizes dense residential, mixed-use, and institutional development that preserves and
prioritizes nearby open spaces and natural areas. Near this intersection, and other Neighborhood
Activity Center (NAC) and Neighborhood Mixed Use (NMU) areas, the City aims to cultivate
existing under-utilized commercial developments and transform them into neighborhood-serving
mixed-use areas, while maintaining the scale and character of nearby neighborhoods. One
concept introduced and explained in planBTV is different “built environments” which emphasizes
the variety of existing structures and buildings and how they influence the environment
surrounding it. This could be interpreted in terms of services provided, its involvement in
community development, or its historical significance.
Another highly interwoven topic throughout the Plan is the relationship of land use and
transportation. To foster the culture of Burlington, the plan encourages a multi-modal
transportation approach to minimize vehicular traffic loads. The plan, along with plans that are
incorporated by reference, prioritize and underscore the importance of the pedestrian
experience, improved bicycle routes, and an efficient and effective public transportation system
to establish a safe and healthy alternative to vehicular travel.
The Burlington Comprehensive
Development Ordinance, readopted on
January 7, 2008, with subsequent
updates through January 2018, defines six
zoning districts around the project area
including (RCO-C) Recreation
/Conservation, (RCO-RG)
Recreation/Greenspace, (RL) Residential
Low Density, (NMU) Neighborhood Mixed
Use, (NAC) Neighborhood Activity
Center, and (I) Institutional. Parcels
immediately adjacent to the project
area are zoned NMU, RCO-C and RL. This
is shown in Figure 22 at right.
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Neighborhood Mixed Use Districts are defined in the Burlington Zoning Ordinance as areas of land
“intended to preserve and enhance historically commercial areas while reinforcing the compact
scale and development patterns within the city’s older neighborhoods” (p. 4-26). This includes the
parcel of land on the east side of Colchester Avenue between Barrett Street and the Winooski
River as well as all the parcels surrounding Mill Street. The Ordinance allows 80% land coverage in
the area and no setbacks.
The Residential Low-Density District includes all the residential developments along the hill-section
of Colchester Avenue, the eastern side of Riverside Avenue and the southern side of Barrett
Street. The Zoning Ordinance protects and limits development in these residential neighborhoods.
The front yard setbacks are up to 20 feet. The city holds the right to place infill developments and
convert homes to neighborhood multi-use developments if necessary.
The Recreation/Conservation Districts are described as areas for active and passive recreational
opportunities. The Zoning Ordinance prevents development in these areas. This includes property
along the Winooski River, specifically the green space west of the shared use path on Riverside
Avenue.

3.8

WALK AND BIKE FACILITIES

A network of sidewalks and a shared use path are provided within the project area. The project
area has four unsignalized painted crosswalks that connect the existing network of sidewalks on
Colchester Avenue to the Riverside Avenue shared use path. The pedestrian facilities can be
seen in Figure 23.
With the exception of the Riverside Avenue shared use path, the project area is lacking
designated facilities for bicycle travel. The CCRPC’s 2017 Active Transportation Plan identifies
Colchester Avenue extending north to VT 15 in Winooski, along with Burlington’s Grove, Chase
and Barrett Streets, as high priority road segments recommended for walk/bike facility
improvements. The existing bicycle facilities can also be seen in Figure 23 on the following page.
This intersection’s walking and biking facilities fail to meet all ADA standards. Sidewalks do not
provide detectable warning surfaces at crossings. In addition, there are no signalized ADA
accessible crossings in this project area and curb cuts are not provided in all locations necessary.
planBTV Walk Bike 20-year plan proposes additional features within the project area to improve
the safety and efficiency of the intersection. In addition to upgrading the crossing facilities,
providing a protected bike lane along Colchester Avenue and over the Winooski Bridge is
proposed. Road markings will establish a buffered/conventional bicycle lane on Riverside
Avenue and the existing shared use path provided on Riverside Avenue will remain. A variety of
steps in their 5 and 10-year goals allow for the complete network to be established by 2036.
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Figure 23: Pedestrian and Bicycle Facilities

3.9

TRANSIT SERVICE

Green Mountain Transit (GMT) has two local bus routes and one LINK Express route through the
project area. These routes include:
•
•
•

Route #2: Essex Junction
Route #9 Riverside/Winooski
Route #96: St. Albans LINK Express

GMT additionally provides “School Tripper” routes, offering services to school children. Two School
Trippers Routes pass through this project area:
•
•

Route #33 BHS/Hunt/HO Wheeler in the AM
Route #43 Riverside/Wheeler in the PM except on Wednesdays
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There are three designated bus stops in the project area with their locations labeled in Figure 24.
Two are on Colchester Avenue and one is on Riverside Avenue. Table 4 summarizes bus route
schedule and fare information.
Figure 24: CCTA Bus Stops

Table 4: GMT Bus Schedule
Route

Start
Location

End
Location

#2: Essex
Junction

Downtown
Burlington

#9:
Riverside/
Winooski
#96:
St. Albans
LINK Express

Cost*

Schedule

Frequency

Essex
Junction

$1.25

M-F 5:45AM-9:30PM
SAT 6:10AM-7:15PM

Downtown
Burlington

Downtown
Burlington

$1.25

M-F 6:45AM-11:25PM
SAT 6:15AM-6:15PM

Highgate

Downtown
Burlington

$4

M-F 6:30AM, 7:30AM,
5:47PM and 6:21PM to
Burlington
M-F 5:45AM, 6:40AM, 4:50
PM and 5:30 to St. Albans

M-F: 15 min (on peak);
30min (off-peak); SAT: 30
min (on peak), 1hr (off
peak)
M-F: 15 min (on peak);
30min (off-peak); SAT:
1hr
only scheduled times

*Fare for one-way ride

GMT and the Chittenden Area Transportation Management Association (CATMA) are actively
working to promote the use of alternative travel modes in the area and thereby minimize the
number of vehicle trips through the study intersections.
GMT is currently preparing its Next Gen Transit Plan. Draft recommendations from this plan
recommend simplifying the Riverside/Winooski bus route, Route 9, and increased service
frequency during evening hours on this route.
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3.9.1

Transit Ridership

Ridership rates are recorded annually and are shown to be representative of the average daily
ridership. GMT’s ridership counts are provided below in Table 5.
Table 5: CCTA Annual Ridership Count
Location
Route

On Count

Off Count

Weekday, #9 Riverside/Winooski bus

8

3

Saturday, #9 Riverside/Winooski

1

2

Colchester Ave
OPPOSITE Barrett St

Weekday, #2 Essex Junction bus

13

4

Saturday, #2 Essex Jct bus

5

0

Colchester Ave @
Barrett St

Weekday, #2 Essex Junction bus

0

8

Saturday, #2 Essex Jct bus

0

10

Riverside OPPOSITE
Barrett St

3.10 CRASH HISTORY
The crash history for the study area was investigated using the VTrans crash database. VTrans
keeps records of reported crashes by milepost along State and Federal Aid Highways in Vermont.
General Yearly Summaries can be requested from VTrans for given roadway segments. The
summaries note the location (mile marker), date, time of day, weather conditions, contributing
circumstances, and severity for reported crashes. Crash reports for 2010 through 2014 (included in
Appendix E) were reviewed for U.S. Route 7 (Riverside Avenue) between mile marker 4.00 and
mile marker 4.19 including the Barrett Street intersection at 4.10 and the Colchester Avenue/Mill
Street intersection at 4.14. The Burlington/Winooski municipal boundary is at mile marker 4.19. In
addition, reports for Colchester Avenue between mile markers 0.94 and 1.04 were reviewed.
Within these reports were Colchester Avenue’s intersection with Barrett Street (mile marker 1.00)
and with Riverside Avenue (mile marker 1.04).
Table 6 provides a summary of the crash data. Riverside Avenue experienced the greatest
number of crashes with 58 reported over a four-year period (2010-2014). The most prominent
crash types at both intersections were rear-end collisions. Crashes were most often observed
during the midday and afternoon commuter peak hours. Thirteen crashes involved injuries and
one involved a fatality.
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Table 6: Crash Summary (2010-2014)

2010

Riverside
Avenue
13

Colchester Avenue
4

TOTAL
17

2011

8

8

16

2012

7

11

18

2013

18

13

31

2014
Total
Type

12

6

18

58

42

100

Angle

6

5

11

Rear-end

32

20

52

Head-on

0

2

2

Single Vehicle

7

1

8

Sideswipe

7

9

16

Unknown-other
Total
Severity

6
58

5
42

11
100

Property Damage

48

38

86

Personal Injury

10

3

13

Fatality

0

1

1

Other
Total

0
58

0
42

0
100

Riverside
Avenue

Colchester Avenue

TOTAL

Clear

30

23

53

Cloudy

11

11

22

Rain

8

0

8

Snow/Ice

2

4

6

Fog

0

0

0

Unknown
Total

7
58

4
42

11
100

Year

Year
Weather

Time of Day
7:00AM to 9:00AM

9

2

11

9:00AM to 4:00PM

20

22

42

4:00PM to 6:00PM

11

6

17

6:00PM to 7:00AM

18

2

20

Unknown
Total

0
58

0
42

0
100
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Three pedestrian/bicyclist related crashes involved vehicles turning left onto Barrett Street from
Colchester Avenue. These crashes are described below.

1.

On February 6, 2012 at 1:03 PM a pedestrian was hit and killed at the intersection
of Barrett Street and Colchester Avenue. It was a clear day and the pedestrian
was hit while crossing at the unsignalized Barrett Street crosswalk. The driver was
southbound on Colchester Avenue turning left onto Barrett Street under a green
light. The driver did not see and hit the pedestrian in the crosswalk.

2.

On June 8, 2012 at 1:33 PM a person in a wheelchair was hit and injured at the
same intersection. It was a cloudy day. The person in the wheelchair was in the
unsignalized Barrett Street crosswalk and the driver under a green light turned left
and hit the person in the wheel chair causing an injury. The driver said they did not
see the person in the wheelchair.

3.

On May 25, 2012 at 6:57 AM a vehicle traveling southbound turning left into Barrett
Street struck a bicyclist traveling northbound. The bicyclist was injured.

Appendix F includes a Collision Diagram to document the reported crashes by location over a
three-year period.
VTrans maintains a High Crash Location (HCL) list for State and Federal Aid Highways. High Crash
Locations experience at least five crashes over a five-year period and a crash rate that exceeds
the statewide average crash rate for similar roadway facilities by a factor defined by VTrans. This
list was most recently updated to include crashes experienced between 2010 and 2014. The
intersection of Colchester Avenue and Barrett Street was included in the HCL list which can be
found in Appendix G. This intersection reportedly has the 22nd highest crash intersection in the
State of Vermont. Further examination by Stantec of the crash rate calculation suggests that the
actual crash rate is much lower than the rate reported by VTrans. However, the Stantec derived
rate is still above the statewide average for similar intersections.

3.11 PARKING
Parking is generally prohibited within the subject intersection except on the east side of
Colchester Avenue between Barrett Street and Mill Street. On-street parallel parking is permitted
at the northern end of this street segment to support area businesses. Due to lack of delineation
and ample available space, some drivers park diagonally in this area. The southern end of this
segment is used as a loading zone. A Domino’s pizza shop is located on the corner of Barrett
Street and Colchester Avenue. The loading zone is used by delivery trucks and pizza delivery
drivers. A variety of parking and loading/unloading zones are available through the project area.
Additional on-street and off-street parking near the subject intersection is shown in Figure 25.
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Figure 25: Project Area's Existing Parking

Domino’s

3.12 NATURAL RESOURCES
Stantec conducted a preliminary review of the natural resources present within the
Colchester/Riverside project area in Burlington, VT. Specifically, as part of this investigation,
Stantec identified and characterized wetlands, streams, rare, threatened or endangered (RTE)
species, wildlife habitat, agricultural land, 4(f) and 6(f) public lands, and hazardous waste sites.
Refer to Appendix H for complete summary of the study’s findings.
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According to the ANR program, there are no Vermont Significant Wetland Inventory (VSWI)
wetlands within the Project Area. The Winooski River flows from east to west to the north and west
of the Project Area. The Winooski River has a floodway and Special Flood Hazard Area associated
with it, located outside of the Project Area. The Winooski River, in this vicinity, is considered
impaired and stressed as indicated in Figure 26.
Figure 26: River Flood Zones and Impaired
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Figure 27 displays the presence of rare plants, rare aquatic species and a rare habitat type
located in these wetlands and streams outside of the existing road’s ROW, west of the project
area.
Figure 27: Rare Threatened Endangered Species
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The soils in this area include Adams and Windsor loamy sands, 5-12% (considered Farmlands of
Statewide Importance) and fill soils. These soils are not classified hydric. No soils in the project
area are currently or planned to be in active agriculture. The Farmland Policy Protection
Program Act does not apply to project’s existing ROW.
Refer to Figure 28 for map of the project areas agricultural soil classification.
Figure 28: Riverside Agricultural Soil
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No public recreation lands or public lands developed under Land and Water Conservation Funds
exist in the project ROW. Salmon Hole, adjacent to the project, is owned by the Winooski Valley
Park District.
Refer to Figure 29 for a map of conserved lands.

Figure 29: Conserved Lands
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No active Hazardous Waste sites or generators are located on the project area. Figure 30
indicates the location of Hazardous Sites nearby.

Figure 30: Hazardous Waste Sites
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4.0

PURPOSE AND NEED STATEMENT

The following statement was developed based on the existing conditions assessment, public input
and Project Advisory Committee discussions.
Purpose: The purpose of the Colchester Avenue/Riverside Avenue intersection scoping study is to
define a safer intersection that enhances mobility and access for all users while contributing to
livable and vibrant communities and ensuring efficient operations.
Need:
1.

2.

Improve safety and mobility for all users of the intersection:
•

There is a need to address pedestrian safety in the project area. Over a five-year period
(2010 - 2014) two pedestrians and one bicyclist were struck while crossing Barrett Street.
One of these crashes resulted in a fatality. Deficiencies with respect to the existing
infrastructure may be partially to blame for these crashes. Crosswalks are not equipped
with pedestrian signals leaving pedestrians to determine when crossing may be safest.
Signal heads and their indicating colors are difficult for pedestrians to see. Some sidewalks
are in poor condition. Not all crossings are marked well, and many do not have
detectable warning surfaces. Mill Street has no sidewalk.

•

There is a need to provide a safer bicycle connection between Winooski and Burlington.
There are no dedicated bicycle facilities in the project area aside from the Riverside
Avenue multi-use path. On-road bicyclists are required to share travel lanes with vehicles
as many of the existing shoulders are two feet wide or less. The existing four-lane bridge
over the Winooski River has no shoulders. The planBTV Walk Bike proposes protected bike
lanes on Colchester Avenue. The CCRPC has nearly completed a scoping study for the
bridge over the Winooski River that retains four vehicle travel lanes on the bridge with
available space for shared use paths on both sides of the bridge.

•

There is a need to address the reported High Crash Location status of the intersection: The
most recent VTrans High Crash Location (HCL) report (2010-2014) lists the
Colchester/Barrett St intersection as the #22 ranked intersection in Vermont out of 132
High Crash Locations. There were 55 total crashes in this time period with the majority
being rear end collisions. Most of the rear end collisions occurred on Colchester Avenue
southbound approaching Mill Street. There are no back plates present on the majority of
signal indications that would serve to enhance their visibility. There are no protected left
turn signal phases and a yellow interval for southbound right turns onto Riverside Avenue is
missing.
Simplify the intersection:
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•

There is a need to reduce the complexity of the intersection. The existing unique
configuration easily confuses newcomers to the area. It includes three signalized
intersections that operate as one complex intersection. Motorists are challenged in
selecting the proper lane at the intersection approaches due to its complexity and poor
signage. Likewise, the safest routes for pedestrians and cyclists to traverse the intersection
are not clearly evident. Access to Mill Street businesses will need to be maintained.

•

If the on-street parking on the east side of Colchester Avenue between Barrett and Mill
Streets is to remain, there is a need for organize this parking. Parking stalls are not
delineated, and vehicles have been observed parked both parallel and perpendicular to
the roadway.

3.

Enhance the gateway to Burlington:
•

4.

As a gateway into Burlington, the intersection does not serve to welcome visitors and assist
them in reaching their destination.
Manage traffic congestion:

•

There is a need to manage peak hour congestion. During the PM peak hour, delays and
queues occur on Barrett Street, the Colchester Avenue northbound approach and the
Riverside Avenue northbound approach. These queues indicate that the approaches
operate at or near capacity.

•

Capacity restrictions occurring during any single signal cycle from stopped left turning
vehicles or stopped buses have a lasting effect throughout the commuter peak periods.

5.0

FUTURE CONDITIONS

Roadway and traffic conditions in the study area were projected to a future design year of 2035.
Estimated peak hour traffic volumes were determined based on proposed land development
projects in the area and historic traffic growth trends. Intersection operations were then analyzed
for the future travel demands.

5.1

FUTURE TRAFFIC VOLUMES

This study assumes that traffic volumes will increase at the subject intersection over the next
twenty years due to a combination of background traffic growth and approved land
development projects. First, existing volumes were increased by five percent. This reflects
potential increases in travel demand associated with unforeseen development projects, changes
in demographics and changes in travel behaviors. Second, traffic volume increases associated
with approved development projects within or adjacent to the study area were accounted for in
the traffic forecasts. Specific developments considered include the proposed Grove Street
project and redevelopment of the M&M Auto sales site on Riverside Ave. The Grove Street
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project, to be located at the former S.D. Ireland plant just east of the study area, will include 232
apartment units. The M&M Auto sales site, located just south of the study area, is permitted to be
redeveloped into 57 apartment units. The S.D. Ireland and M&M Auto projects are expected to
add 27 and 21 PM peak hour trips through the study area, respectively.
A third project was identified late in the study process. There is a proposal to develop a 97-room
hotel in Winooski. Detailed traffic information regarding this project was not available at the time
that future traffic forecasts were being prepared for this project. Consequently, anticipated traffic
associated with this development is not specifically considered in this study. It is assumed that its
traffic is part of the “background growth” traffic increase described above. Stantec estimates
that the hotel would add 23 PM peak hour trips to traffic flows on the bridge over the Winooski
River.
The resulting 2035 AM and PM peak hour traffic flow networks that consider background traffic
growth and site-specific developments are shown in Figures 31 and 32, respectively.

5.2

FUTURE TRAFFIC OPERATIONS

The traffic operations analysis conducted for existing traffic conditions were repeated for the
future conditions based on the traffic growth assumptions described above. The analysis again
examined the three individual intersections separately to then calculate operating conditions for
the combined intersection. As shown in Table 7 below, new traffic growth will increase utilization
of the intersection during the AM peak hour to 74 percent (V/C of 0.74) of capacity from 69
percent with the intersection continuing to operate at LOS C. There is little reserve capacity in the
intersection for the PM peak hour under existing conditions such that the assumed traffic growth
will cause demands to exceed capacity and the operating level of service will drop from LOS D
to LOS E.
Table 7: Existing and Future Colchester/Barrett Performance

Peak
Hour

V/C1

Location
Combined Intersection

Notes

Future (2035)
No Build

Existing (2015)
Delay2

LOS3

V/C1

Delay2

LOS3

AM

0.69

21.9

C

0.74

24.4

C

PM

0.98

50.8

D

1.05

64.2

E

1

LOS= Level of Service
Delay = Average delay expressed in seconds per vehicle
3
V/C = Volume-to-capacity ratio for critical movements
2
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Figure 31: 2035 AM Peak Hour Traffic Flow
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Figure 32: 2035 PM Peak Hour Traffic Flow
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6.0

ALTERNATIVES

The Project Advisory Committee considered a wide range of transportation system improvements
to address the project’s purpose and need. This scoping study is intended to define system
improvements that can be constructed in the short term (0 to 3 years) and medium term (3 to 10
years). Transportation Demand Management (TDM) strategies, strategies that do not require
significant physical changes to the transportation system, were also discussed with the advisory
committee. An overview of area-wide TDM strategies is provided below followed by a more
rigorous investigation of short term and near-term transportation system improvements.

6.1

TRANSPORTATION DEMAND MANAGEMENT STRATEGY

Transportation Demand Management (TDM) strategies can be applied on an area-wide basis to
reduce peak period vehicular travel demands. Many such strategies are already in place and
could be expanded or enhanced to further minimize vehicular travel. TDM is the application of
strategies and policies to reduce travel demand (typically single occupancy vehicle trips) or to
redistribute this demand in space or time. A variety of TDM strategies that promote walking,
biking, carpooling, using public transit, vanpooling, working from home, and compressed work
weeks can reduce the number of single occupancy vehicles (SOV’s) on the road at peak times.
Much has and is being done locally and regionally on this front. For example, in recent years the
local transit system, (CCTA, now GMT), has expanded both routes and service frequency resulting
in increased ridership. Among the service additions is the Link Express, which provides a
convenient alternative for inter-city commuters. The CCRPC and VTrans have and continue to
work with communities on education, development of park and ride facilities, car share programs
(such as http://www.carsharevt.org/), carpooling programs (such as
http://www.connectingcommuters.org/), transit promotions, complete streets, and Safe Routes to
School programs. Websites and apps such as http://www.travelsmartervt.org/ or
http://www.gochittendencounty.org provide a resource for promoting and choosing alternatives
to driving alone while the increasing amount of readily accessible real time travel information
provides for better travel decisions.
The City of Burlington and Local Motion have made strides along this front as well. Pedestrian and
bicycle facilities have been expanded in recent years, and new land use policies have been
adopted to promote more dense urban development. The efforts have led to more residents and
students walking and biking to school, work, and businesses in the urban area.
Another local leader in promoting the use of alternative travel modes to reduce traffic
congestion is the Chittenden Area Transportation Management Association (CATMA). CATMA
has been managing and administering commute programs, incentives, and services for the Hill
institutions for almost 25 years, which has reduced congestion and influenced commuters
sustainable travel options and choices. In 2015 CATMA transitioned to a Countywide TMA offering
membership and its services to businesses, developers and residential sites. Their turn-key TDM
programs include Unlimited Access, subsidized bus passes, Bike/Walk Rewards, Guaranteed Ride
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Home, off-site parking and shuttles. In addition to programs, they offer commuters TDM tools,
resources and an array of educational services. Local to the project area, this is a vital resource
to UVM and Champlain College students living in Winooski and Champlain Mill businesses/patrons
when considering their limited available parking.
It is anticipated that these local and regional programs will grow and expand over the years.
CATMA should be encouraged to work with new employers and developers in the area as well as
existing employers who are not yet members. Likewise, the City should encourage membership in
CATMA when reviewing permit applications for new development in the City. Increased
participation in the CATMA programs however, is not expected to fully address the area’s
congestion issues and will not result in the physical changes to the study area intersections
necessary to provide safer pedestrian, bike and vehicle accommodations. Still, TDM programs
are worth pursuing for other reasons such as reduced fuel consumption and carbon emissions.

6.2

SHORT TERM IMPROVEMENTS

Short term improvements are physical and operational changes to the intersection that can be
readily accomplished with limited if any relocations of existing curbs and generally do not require
permits, right-of-way acquisition, or extensive drainage system changes. For the purpose of this
study, Short Term Improvements are actions that can be completed within three years.
Recommended short term improvements to address the project’s needs are shown in Figure 33
and described below. The improvements incorporate recommendations offered by the Project
Advisory Committee and Local Motion to enhance bike lane markings and tighten curb radii.
Pedestrian Safety:
1. Install pedestrian signals at the three existing crosswalks at Colchester Avenue, Riverside
Avenue and Barrett Street. Provide a leading pedestrian interval at each location.
2. Add a protected left-turn phase and signal arrow for southbound Colchester Avenue
approach to the Colchester/Barrett intersection to provide a gap for left turning vehicles.
Signal pedestrians to not cross Barrett Street concurrent with the left-turn phase.
3. Add a crosswalk and pedestrian signal at the end of the bridge on the southbound
approach to the Colchester/Riverside/Mill intersection.
4. Add a five-foot wide sidewalk along Mill Street to the Chase Mill.
5. Reconstruct the sidewalk along Colchester Avenue from Barrett Street to Mill Street to
include bulb outs that:
a.

Support a relocating a bus stop to the Colchester/Mill intersection from the more
congested Colchester/Barrett intersection; and,

b. Protect and define on-street parking stalls.
Bicycle Safety:
1. Include a 5-foot wide bicycle lane with markings and signs along both sides of the
Colchester Avenue northbound approach where parking is prohibited. Narrow travel
lanes to 11 feet where needed to accommodate the bike lanes.
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2. Create a bicycle connection from the Riverside Avenue shared use path to the
Colchester Avenue bicycle lanes with bicycle ramps, 10-foot wide sidewalks and 12-foot
wide crosswalk markings.
Figure 33: Short Term Improvements
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Vehicle Crashes:
1. Add a yellow turn arrow on the signal head for southbound right turns to alert drivers of
the upcoming red light.
2. Add backplates to signal heads to increase signal visibility.
3. Add advance lane designation signs on Riverside Avenue northbound indicating “US 7/I89 North left lane” and “VT 15/I-89 South right lane”.
Intersection Complexity:
1. Add durable pavement markings to improve visibility.
Rejected Actions
Other improvements were considered, discussed and ultimately rejected as short-term
improvements. From a traffic congestion perspective these proposals included:
1. Restricting left turns during peak hours at the northbound Colchester Avenue approach
and/or at the westbound Barrett Street approach to the Colchester/Barrett intersection;
2. Providing a right-turn lane on the westbound Barrett Street approach during peak hours
by restricting use of the existing loading zone and by widening the roadway three feet to
the south; and,
3. Converting the four-lane bridge to three lanes and using the reclaimed space to add a
cycle path to the west side of the bridge.
The first proposal was rejected as it would likely result in traffic diversions on to residential streets.
The second proposal was rejected due to its expected negative impacts on the business
operating at this intersection and the challenges associated with enforcing the suggested
parking restrictions. The third proposal would provide an important bicycle connection between
downtown Winooski and the Riverside Avenue shared use path. However, the proposed change
would restrict the bridge approach to the Colchester/Riverside/Mill intersection to a single lane
resulting in long vehicle queues under existing conditions. (The analysis of this proposal indicated
that during the AM peak southbound traffic would queue over 600 feet northward into the
Winooski circulator.) Consequently, this proposal was deferred for consideration as part of the
longer range alternatives that eliminate the signal at Mill Street.

Operational Impacts
The addition of a protected left-turn signal phase and arrow for the southbound Colchester
Avenue approach to the Colchester/Barrett intersection is the only proposed short term action
that would potentially impact intersection operations to a measurable degree. The added phase
should allow safer left-turn movements however, the clearance time associated with this new
phase reduces the overall operational efficiency of the intersection. As shown in Table 8, this
action would increase delays during both peak hours by three to five seconds. These impacts are
relatively minor and do not change the overall intersection operating level of service.
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Table 8: Colchester/Barrett Intersection Performance with Short Term Improvements

Peak
Hour
AM
PM

Existing (2015)
V/C1
0.69
0.98

Delay2
21.9
50.8

LOS3
C
D

Future (2035)
V/C
0.74
1.05

Delay
24.4
64.2

LOS
C
E

Future with Short
Term Improvements
V/C
0.83
1.10

Delay
27.6
68.9

LOS
C
E

1

V/C = Volume-to-capacity ratio for critical movements
Delay = Average delay expressed in seconds per vehicle
3
LOS= Level of Service

2

Safety Impacts
The addition of a protected left-turn signal phase and arrow for the southbound Colchester
Avenue approach to the Colchester/Barrett intersection should improve safety at this location.
An analysis was conducted based on crash data for the study area for the years 2012 through
2016 and procedures described in the Highway Safety Manual (HSM) published by the American
Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials (AASHTO) in Washington, D.C., 2000.
The HSM provides formulas to estimate crash rates and average cost per crash for various
intersection configurations and traffic volume conditions. It also offers Crash Modification Factors
(CMF) to predict changes in crash rates and/or average crash costs associated with specific
intersection design and operational changes.
Calculations provided in the Appendix indicate a net present value of $12,761,000 for crashes in
the study area projected over the next 20 years assuming no changes in the current intersection
geometry and traffic control. The proposed left turn phasing changes are expected to reduce
the frequency and severity of crashes at the Colchester/Barrett intersection. Factors provided in
the HSM indicated a six percent reduction in crash frequency and 67 percent reduction in crash
severity. Making the adjustments indicated by the HSM suggests that the net present value of
crashes would be reduced to $7,654,000.

6.3

MEDIUM TERM IMPROVEMENTS

Three medium term improvement alternatives were developed and evaluated. As noted above,
these improvements include more significant, physical changes to the transportation system than
the short-term improvements but should be able to be built in a three to ten-year timeframe. The
alternatives were also evaluated with the conversion of the existing bridge from four vehicle lanes
to three (two northbound lanes and one southbound lane) with the extra space given to the
sidewalk on the western (downstream) side of the bridge. This would have effectively converted
the sidewalk to a multi-use path. In light of the findings from the Winooski River Bridge Scoping
Study that determined a three-lane bridge would yield unacceptable levels of congestion in the
Winooski Circulator, these were abandoned in favor of their four-lane counterparts. The three
lane versions can be found in Appendix I for reference. Each of the three four-lane alternatives
are discussed below. Larger scale versions of both the Short-Term and Medium-Term alternative
plans are also provided in Appendix I.
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6.3.1

Alternative 1 – 4-Way Intersection

Alternative 1 reconfigures the existing three intersections into two intersections as shown in Figure
34. This was a concept developed during the 2011 Colchester Avenue corridor study. It provides
a 4-way, signalized Colchester/Barrett intersection by directing all Riverside Avenue traffic
through the intersection. It also converts the Colchester/Riverside/Mill intersection into a 3-way
intersection that is unsignalized. The low traffic volumes associated with Mill Street do not warrant
a traffic signal. Eliminating a signal within 150 feet of another signal reduces the intersection
complexity allowing for better management of queues between the intersections. Converting
egress from Mill Street to right turns only is called for due to the difficulty and safety concern there
will be in making a left turn without a signal. Vehicles exiting Mill Street and desiring to go
southbound would first proceed northbound and use the Winooski Circulator to reverse direction.
While this may appear to be an inconvenience, the delay associated with attempting to turn left
during peak hours is estimated to be more than two minutes (see Table 10) which is comparable
to the time it would take to go around the Winooski Circulator. This condition may be able to be
limited to the peak hours only and will require further analysis or monitoring once implemented.
The new 4-way intersection alternative has many of the same pedestrian and bicycle safety
features as described in the Short-term improvements. In addition, vehicle capacity is added by
providing a second lane on the northbound Colchester Avenue approach. This alternative
includes less pavement than the existing configuration. The added green space overlooks the
Winooski River and creates an opportunity for a pocket park.
Proposed elements of the plan that address the project’s needs are listed below. Proposed
actions that are also part of the short-term plan are listed in italics.
Pedestrian safety:
1. Include crosswalks on all four intersection approaches. Install pedestrian signals at the
crosswalks at Colchester, Riverside and Barrett. Remove the crosswalk and pedestrian
signal heads proposed under the Short-Term alternative north of Mill Street.
2. Provide a leading pedestrian signal interval but allow for a fully protected pedestrian
phase. Due to the high volume of southbound Colchester Avenue right turns onto
Riverside Avenue, it is proposed these rights turns be prohibited during the conflicting
pedestrian crossing (“walk”) phase.
3. Include a protected left turn phase and signal arrow for southbound Colchester Avenue
turns into Barrett Street. Signal pedestrians not to cross Barrett Street during this phase.
4. Add a five-foot wide sidewalk along Mill Street to the Chase Mill.
5. Reconstruct the sidewalk along Colchester Avenue from Barrett Street to Mill Street to
support a relocated bus stop. Remove exiting on-street parking in this area.
6. Add street lights to meet current Burlington Electric Department (BED) lighting
requirements.
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Figure 34: Alternative 1 -- 4-Way Intersection
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Bicycle safety:
1. Add buffered or protected bike lanes along Colchester Avenue to coincide with planBTV
Walk Bike.
2. Create a bicycle connection from the Riverside Avenue shared use path to the
Colchester Avenue protected bicycle lanes with bicycle ramps, ten-foot wide sidewalks
and bike crosswalk markings.
3. Along Colchester Avenue from Barrett Street to Mill Street to provide a buffered or
protected bike lane.
Vehicle Crashes:
1. Upgrade the existing spanwire supported signals with mast arms and include backplates
on signal heads to improve visibility and reduce sunlight impairment.
2. Add advanced lane designation signs on Riverside Avenue indicating “US 7/I 89 North left
lane” and “VT 15/I 89 South right lane”.
3. Provide adequate lane widths on the Riverside Avenue approaches to accommodate
left turning trucks.
Intersection Complexity:
1. Create a conventional 4-way intersection at the Colchester/Riverside/Barrett intersection
and a 3-way intersection at the Colchester/Mill intersection.
2. Add durable pavement markings to improve visibility.
Peak Hour Traffic Congestion:
1. Provide an additional lane on the northbound Colchester Avenue approach.
2. Permit southbound left turns into Mill Street recognizing that the southbound lane widens
to two lanes at this location allowing vehicles to pass when one vehicle is stopped to turn
left.
3. Provide for right turns only from Mill Street. This can be adjusted to peak hours only
permitting left turns at other hours of the day.
4. Relocate the bus stop to the Colchester/Mill intersection to eliminate traffic interruptions
currently imposed by buses at the Colchester/Barret intersection.

Operational Impacts
The capacity analysis results for the Colchester/Riverside/Barrett intersection assuming
implementation of Alternative 1 indicates that the proposed four-way intersection will operate at
LOS C during the AM peak hour and LOS E during the PM peak hour under projected 2035 traffic
conditions. As shown in Table 9 the projected operating conditions with the improvements are
slightly better than calculated future operations without any improvements for both peak hours.
The capacity increases associated with the proposed geometric improvements are offset in part
by the introduction of a protected left turn signal phase for Colchester Avenue southbound into
Barrett Street. Again, this action is proposed as a safety improvement. Operations at this location
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will be impacted by the short southbound left turn lane proposed on Colchester Avenue. At
times, vehicle queues forming in the southbound through lane may block entry to the
southbound left turn lane.
Table 9: Colchester/Barrett Intersection Performance with Alternative 1 Improvements

Peak
Hour
AM
PM

Future (2035)
No Build

Existing (2015)
No Build
V/C1
0.69
0.98

Delay2
21.9
50.8

LOS3
C
D

V/C
0.74
1.05

Delay
24.4
64.2

LOS
C
E

Future with
Alternative 1
Improvements
V/C
0.69
0.98

Delay
21.7
62.1

LOS
C
E

1

V/C = Volume-to-capacity ratio for critical movements
Delay = Average delay expressed in seconds per vehicle
3
LOS= Level of Service

2

The proposed Alternative 1 improvements remove the existing signal at the Mill Street and
Colchester Avenue intersection and prohibit left turns from Mill Street. Mill Street would be under
STOP sign control with this alternative as well as under Alternatives 2 and 3 (described below).
Operations at the Colchester/Mill intersection under Alternative 1 conditions are summarized in
Table 10. Calculated delays for right turns from Mill Street will be in the LOS B range. Delays for leftturns into Mill Street are expected to be in the LOS A range. If left turns were permitted from Mill
Street they would experience long delays in the LOS F range. Since Mill Street operates with a
single-lane approach, right turning vehicles caught behind a left turning vehicle would also
experience very long delays. The findings presented here for Alternative 1 will be similar for
Alternatives 2 and 3.
Table 10: Colchester/Mill Intersection Performance with Alternative 1 Improvements
Peak
Hour
AM

PM
1

Movement

Westbound Left4
Westbound Right
Southbound Left

V/C1
0.19
0.00
0.03

Delay2
120+
11.6
1.2

LOS3
F
B
A

Westbound Left4
Westbound Right
Southbound Left

6.53
0.15
0.01

120+
13.9
0.7

F
B
A

V/C = Volume-to-capacity ratio for movements
Delay = Average delay expressed in seconds per vehicle
3
LOS= Level of Service
4
If permitted. Proposed plan prohibits left turns during peak hours.
120+ =Calculated delay is greater than 120 seconds.
2

6.3.2

Alternative 2 – 4-Way Intersection with Separate Right Turn Lane

Alternative 2, shown in Figure 35, is much like Alternative 1 with one key difference. Unlike
Alternative 1, it provides a separated right turn lane for Colchester Avenue southbound traffic
turning right onto Riverside Avenue. Separating the right-turn volume from the signalized Barrett
Street/Colchester Avenue/Riverside intersection would improve operations but remove the
opportunity for a pocket park at the intersection. The separated right turn lane’s curving
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geometry and its direct angle approach to Riverside Avenue encourages slow speeds. A
proposed 12-foot wide yield controlled crosswalk and bike crosswalk markings would allow
pedestrians and bicyclists to safely cross the right turn lane.
As with Alternative 1, vehicle capacity is added by providing a second lane on the northbound
Colchester Avenue approach.
Proposed elements of the plan that address the project’s needs are listed below. Proposed
actions that are also part of the short-term plan are listed in italics.
Pedestrian safety:
1. Include crosswalks on all four intersection approaches. Install pedestrian signals at the
crosswalks at Colchester, Riverside and Barrett. Remove the crosswalk and pedestrian
signal heads proposed under the Short-Term alternative north of Mill Street.
2. Provide a leading pedestrian interval but allow for a fully protected pedestrian phase. The
separated right turn lane crosswalk proposed would be signed and marked as a yield
controlled. If needed in the future a raised crosswalk or rapid flashing beacon could be
added in accordance with applicable state standards.
3. Include protected left turn phase and signal arrow for the southbound Colchester Avenue
approach to the Colchester/Riverside/Barrett intersection to provide a gap for left turning
vehicles. Signal pedestrians not to cross Barrett Street during this phase.
4. Add a five-foot wide sidewalk along Mill Street to the Chase Mill.
5. Reconstruct the sidewalk along Colchester Avenue from Barrett Street to Mill Street to
support a relocated bus stop.
6. Add street lights to meet current BED lighting requirements.
Bicycle safety:
1. Add buffered or protected bike lanes along Colchester Avenue to coincide with planBTV
Walk Bike.
2. Create a bicycle connection from the Riverside Avenue shared use path to the
Colchester Avenue protected bicycle lanes with bicycle ramps, ten-foot wide sidewalks
and bike crosswalk markings.
3. Eliminate parking along long Colchester Avenue from Barrett Street to Mill Street to
provide a buffered bike lane.
Vehicle Crashes:
1. Upgrade the existing spanwire supported signals with mast arms and include backplates
on signal heads to improve visibility and reduce sunlight impairment.
2. Add advanced lane designation signs on Riverside Avenue indicating “US 7/I 89 North left
lane” and “VT 15 East/I 89 South right lane”.
3. Provide wider lane widths on the Riverside Avenue approach to accommodate left
turning trucks.
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Figure 35: Alternative 2 – 4-way Intersection with Separate Right Turn Lane
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Intersection Complexity:
1. Create a conventional 4-way intersection at Colchester/Riverside/Barrett intersection and
a 3-way intersection at Colchester/Mill intersection.
2. Add durable pavement markings to improve visibility.
Peak Hour Traffic Congestion:
1. Provide an additional lane on the northbound Colchester Avenue approach.
2. Permit southbound left turns into Mill Street recognizing that the southbound lane widens
to two lanes at this location allowing vehicles to pass when one vehicle is stopped to turn
left.
3. Provide for right turns only from Mill Street. This can be adjusted to peak hours only
permitting left turns at other hours of the day.
4. Relocate the bus stop to the Colchester/Mill intersection to eliminate traffic interruptions
currently caused by buses at the Colchester/Barrett intersection.

Operational Impacts
The capacity analysis results for the Colchester/Riverside/Barrett intersection assuming
implementation of Alternative 2 indicates that the proposed four-way intersection with a
separated southbound right-turn lane will operate at LOS C during the AM peak hour and LOS E
during the PM peak hour under projected 2035 traffic conditions. As shown in Table 11, the
projected operating conditions with the improvements are comparable to calculated future
operations without any improvements for the AM peak hour. During the PM peak hour
intersection capacity is increased as reflected in the drop in the intersection volume-to-capacity
from 105 percent to 99 percent. The calculated PM peak hour delay increases slightly relative to
the unimproved condition only because the southbound right-turn movement is eliminated from
the calculation for Alternative 2 conditions. Since the southbound right-turn movement is in a
separate lane and is not controlled by the signal, delays associated with the right-turn are not
included in the calculation. Delays for this movement are lower than those for other movements.
Consequently, removing this movement from the calculation increases the average delay for all
movements.
Table 11: Colchester/Riverside/Barrett Intersection Performance with Alternative 2 Improvements

1

Peak
Hour
AM
PM

Existing (2015)
V/C1
0.69
0.98

Delay2
21.9
50.8

LOS3
C
D

Future (2035)
No Build
V/C
0.74
1.05

Delay
24.4
64.2

V/C = Volume-to-capacity ratio for critical movements
Delay = Average delay expressed in seconds per vehicle
3
LOS= Level of Service

LOS
C
E

Future with
Alternative 2
Improvements
V/C
0.75
0.99

Delay
24.0
70.9

LOS
C
E

2
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As noted above in Section 3.6.1, removal of the existing signal at the Mill Street/Colchester
Avenue intersection will change operations at this location. Calculated peak hour delays for right
turns from Mill Street will be in the LOS B range. Delays for left-turns into Mill Street are expected to
be in the LOS A range. Left turns from Mill Street will experience long delays in the LOS F range.

6.3.3

Alternative 3 - Roundabout

The third alternative intersection improvement considered is a modern roundabout. Roundabouts
can provide lasting benefits and value in many ways. They are often safer, more efficient, less
costly to maintain and more aesthetically appealing than conventional intersection designs.
Furthermore, roundabouts are an excellent choice to complement other transportation
objectives – including Complete Streets, multimodal networks, and corridor access management
– without compromising the ability to keep people and freight moving. The FHWA Office of Safety
identified roundabouts as a Proven Safety Countermeasure because of their ability to
substantially reduce the types of crashes that result in injury or loss of life.
In the 2001-2002 Vermont legislative session, Act 141, Section 37 was passed. This provided
support for roundabouts by indicating the following, “The general assembly finds that the
installation of roundabouts at dangerous intersections in the state has been cost-efficient and has
enhanced the safe operation of vehicles at these locations. The Agency of Transportation is
directed to carefully examine and pursue the opportunities for construction of roundabouts at
intersections determined to pose safety hazards for motorists.”
Alternative 3 reconfigures the existing three intersections into two intersections as shown in Figure
36. It provides a hybrid modern roundabout at the Colchester/Barrett intersection and directs all
Riverside Avenue traffic through the intersection. It also converts the Colchester/Riverside/Mill
intersection into a 3-way intersection that is unsignalized. It is proposed that southbound left turns
into Mill Street be prohibited with signs and a channelization island on Mill Street. Southbound
access to Mill Street is achieved by circulating the roundabout. Similarly, left turns from Mill Street
would be prohibited. Vehicles exiting Mill Street and desiring to go southbound would first
proceed northbound and use the Winooski Circulator to reverse direction. Again, while this may
appear to be an inconvenience, the delay associated with attempting to turn left out of Mill
Street during peak hours is estimated to be more than two minutes (see Table 10) which is
comparable to the time it would take to go around the Winooski Circulator.
The proposed roundabout maintains the existing number of approach lanes on each existing
intersection approach. There is one approach lane on the Colchester Avenue northbound and
Barrett Street westbound approaches while the Colchester Avenue southbound and Riverside
Avenue northbound approaches have two lanes. This alternative has limited green space but still
provides the opportunity to create a pocket park or gateway treatment overlooking the Winooski
River. The roundabout features crosswalks on all four approaches and provides alternative routes
for bicycles. Bicyclists can assume a lane through the roundabout or use provided ramps to go
onto the widened sidewalk to use crosswalks. The combination of single lane and double lane
approaches dictates that adequate signage be provided to direct motorists to the proper lanes
when entering the roundabout.
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Figure 36: Alternative 3 – Roundabout
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Implementation of this alternative will require land takings and retaining wall construction. These
are required to address the following design challenges: a steep embankment to the west
dropping off to the Winooski River; the 11 percent downgrade of Colchester Avenue northbound;
the seven percent downgrade though the intersection; the skewed approach of Riverside
Avenue; a national registered historic district along Colchester Avenue between Barrett and Mill
Streets; and, surrounding structures eligible for the historic register are considered Section 4(f)
resources. The proposed roundabout layout and size is optimized to avoid the historic district
impacts and minimize encroachment towards the steep embankment. However, the proposed
plan still results in a roundabout constructed on a five to seven percent grade with retaining walls
on three sides and the taking of the property and dwelling at the southwest corner of the
intersection. Wall heights will vary but would be as high as eight feet on the south side of the
intersection and up to six feet on the west side.
Proposed elements of the plan that address the project’s needs are listed below. Proposed
actions that are also part of the short-term plan are listed in italics.
Pedestrian safety:
1. Include crosswalks on all four roundabout approaches. Allow for future installation of
Rectangular Rapid Flashing Beacons or other controls on the two-lane crossings. Remove
the crosswalk and pedestrian signal heads proposed under the Short-Term alternative
north of Mill Street.
2. Add a five-foot wide sidewalk along Mill Street to the Chase Mill.
3. Reconstruct the sidewalk along Colchester Avenue from Barrett Street to Mill Street to
support a relocated bus stop.
4. Add street lights to meet current BED lighting requirements.
Bicycle safety:
1. Add buffered or protected bike lane markings and signs along Colchester Avenue
approach to coincide with planBTV Walk Bike.
2. Create a bicycle connection from the Riverside Avenue shared use path to the
Colchester Avenue protected bicycle lanes with bicycle ramps, ten-foot wide sidewalks
and 12-foot wide crosswalk markings.
3. Provide northbound bicyclists an alternative to riding in the roundabout via a bicycle
ramp and shared-use path along Colchester Avenue to the bridge.
Vehicle Crashes:
1. Construct a roundabout as a traffic calming measure that will reduce the severity of
crashes and reduce the incidence of rear end collisions.
2. Add advanced lane designation signs on Riverside Avenue indicating “US 7/I 89 North left
lane” and “VT 15 East/I 89 South right lane”. Provide appropriate signs and markings for
the two-lane roundabout operation.
3. Eliminate parking along long Colchester Avenue from Barrett Street to Mill Street. (Existing
parking in this location would be in conflict with the proposed crosswalk on the north leg
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of the roundabout. Eliminating parking in this area will also avoid conflicts on the “free
flow” departure from the roundabout with vehicles entering or exiting parking stalls.)
Intersection Complexity:
1. Create a modern roundabout at the Colchester/Riverside/Barrett intersection and a
three-way intersection at the Colchester/Mill intersection with Stop control on the Mill
Street approach and right-turns only allowed from Mill Street.
2. Provide appropriate signs and durable markings for the two-lane roundabout operation.
Peak Hour Traffic Congestion:
1. Provide two lane approaches to the roundabout on the Colchester Avenue southbound
and Riverside Avenue northbound approaches.
2. Southbound left turns into Mill Street are eliminated and southbound vehicles access Mill
Street by circulating the roundabout.
3.

Provide for right turns only from Mill Street.

4.

Relocate bus stop to the Colchester/Mill intersection to separate the bus stop from the
roundabout.

Operational Impacts
Performance results for Alternative 3 are provided in Table 12. As shown, the intersection will
operate during peak hours at the same levels of service as reported for future conditions without
improvements. With the improvements in place however, the expected traffic delays will be
notably lower than those reported for the unimproved conditions. The results shown in the table
are for the worst performing approach to the roundabout. Operations will be better on the other
three approaches to the roundabout. The next section of this report compares the performance
of each alternative by intersection approach.
Table 12: Colchester/Riverside/Barrett Intersection Performance with Alternative 3 Improvements

Peak
Hour
AM
PM

Existing (2015)
No Build
V/C1
0.69
0.98

Delay2
21.9
50.8

LOS3
C
D

Future (2035)
No Build
V/C
0.74
1.05

Delay
24.4
64.2

LOS
C
E

Future with
Alternative 3
Improvements
V/C
0.88
1.09

Delay
20.1
47.0

LOS
C
E

1

V/C = Volume-to-capacity ratio for critical movements
Delay = Average delay expressed in seconds per vehicle
3
LOS= Level of Service
Note: For Alternative 3, the results apply to the worst performing intersection approach (Southbound during the AM peak hour and
Northbound during the PM peak hour). Performance results are not directly comparable to results shown in Tables 9 and 11.
2
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6.4

COMPARISON OF ALTERNATIVES

6.4.1

Operational Impacts

The peak hour performance of the three medium term alternatives is illustrated by intersection
approach in Table 13 for the Colchester Avenue/Barrett Street intersection. (Results for the shortterm improvements were reported above in Section 6.2 indicating Level of Service E operations
during the PM peak hour for the combined intersection with a volume-to-capacity ratio of 1.10.)
This table also provides information regarding expected vehicle queuing on each approach. This
side-by-side comparison helps highlight some of the operational differences between the
alternatives that may not be so apparent when only looking at the overall intersection operations
results. These differences are most notable for the PM peak hour as projected AM peak hour
operations are consistently better than projected PM peak hour operations.
The new information presented in this table includes estimated 95th percentile vehicle queue
lengths on the intersection approaches. Vehicle queue lengths are sensitive to traffic signal
timings and the signal timings assumed in the analysis are preliminary at best. Consequently, the
calculated queue lengths shown are not final estimates but do help to identify issues that may be
considered in selecting a preferred alternative.
Table 13: Colchester/Barrett Intersection Performance by Approach for Each Alternative
Alternative 2

Alternative 1

Peak
Hour
AM

Approach and
Movement

LOS1

Delay2

Alternative 3

V/C3

Queue4

LOS1

Delay2

V/C3

Queue4

LOS1

Delay2

V/C3

Queue4

0.56

114

B

18.7

0.39

93

A

5.5

0.36

32

C

20.1

0.88

422

A

7.9

0.61

95

A

6.6

0.42

40

NA

NA

NA

Northbound-Colchester Avenue
All

C

26.8

Southbound-Colchester Avenue
All

B

13.0

-

-

B

15.8

-

-

Left

C

30.6

0.49

107

B

12.1

0.30

63

Through

B

18.9

0.90

288

B

16.7

0.65

275

Right

A

3.8

0.69

119

-

-

-

-

Eastbound-Riverside Avenue
All

C

32.6

-

-

C

32.0

-

-

Left

C

32.5

0.76

296

C

32.0

0.78

275

Through/Right

D

32.8

0.76

304

C

32.0

0.78

282

125

C

34.7

0.58

96

C

24.0

0.75

Westbound-Barrett Street
All

D

33.6

0.54

Overall

C

21.7

0.69
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Alternative 2

Alternative 1

Peak
Hour
PM

Approach and
Movement

LOS1

Delay2

V/C3

Queue4

1.00

448

LOS1

Alternative 3

Delay2

V/C3

Queue4

LOS1

Delay2

V/C3

Queue4

E

62.6

0.96

429

E

47.0

1.09

610

C

24.3

0.94

460

C

16.0

0.86

291

C

16.6

0.67

96

NA

NA

NA

Northbound-Colchester Avenue
All

E

75.8

Southbound-Colchester Avenue
All

C

22.8

-

-

C

29.6

-

-

Left

F

130.4

0.93

165

C

31.2

0.54

75

Through

C

29.4

0.50

294

C

29.3

0.50

290

Right

A

9.1

0.67

396

-

-

-

-

Eastbound-Riverside Avenue
All

E

77.8

-

-

E

79.4

-

-

Left

E

79.4

1.01

710

F

80.8

1.01

722

Through/Right

E

76.1

0.99

705

E

77.9

1.00

717

456

F

114.6

1.05

456

E

70.9

0.99

Westbound-Barrett Street
All

F

122.5

1.07

Overall

E

62.1

0.98

1

LOS= Level of Service
Delay = Average delay expressed in seconds per vehicle
3 V/C = Volume-to-capacity ratio for critical movements
4 95th Percentile Queue in feet. Bold text indicates that the queue exceeds the available storage of: 40 feet in the southbound leftturn lane for Alternatives 1 and 2.
NA-Not Applicable. Overall volume to capacity ratios and delay are not calculated for roundabouts.

2

The queue analysis results show vehicle queues in the Colchester Avenue southbound left turn
lane exceeding the lane length during the PM peak hour for Alternative 1. The 95th percentile
queue in the southbound left-turn lane is 165 feet compared to only 40 feet of storage in this lane.
Alternative 2 presents similar, although less severe, concerns. For Alternative 2 the projected 95th
percentile queue condition in the southbound left turn lane on Colchester Avenue is 75 feet
compared to a storage length of 40 feet. Queues in this lane may block the adjacent through
lane on occasion. These occasions will be more frequent under Alternative 1 for which a 165-foot
queue is projected.
The proposed roundabout operation is not constrained by turn lanes with limited storage
capacity. It too however, will generate some long queues with a 95th percentile queue of 610
feet expected on the northbound Colchester Avenue approach during the PM peak hour. This is
expected to be a “rolling queue” given the continuous flow conditions typically associated with
roundabouts.

6.4.2

Safety Analysis

An analysis was completed to assess the potential safety impacts of the alternative improvement
strategies proposed and to assign a monetary value to any expected benefits. The analysis is
based on crash data for the years 2012 through 2016 and procedures described in the Highway
Safety Manual (HSM) published by the American Association of State Highway and Transportation
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Officials (AASHTO) in Washington, D.C., 2000. The HSM provides formulas to estimate crash rates
and average cost per crash for various intersection configurations and traffic volume conditions.
It also offers Crash Modification Factors (CMF) to predict changes in crash rates and/or average
crash costs associated with specific intersection design and operational changes.
The HSM formulas were applied to consider the proposed intersection reconfigurations under
each alternative and relevant CMF’s were also applied. The CMF’s included relate to protected
left turn phasing (Alternatives 1 and 2) and conversion of a signalized intersection to a
roundabout (Alternative 3). The results of the analysis are presented in Table 14. As shown, an
annual cost of crashes was calculated for each intersection and a net present value was
determined for these costs assuming a 20-year forecast period and a three percent discount
rate. The net present value of crashes at the three intersections for existing geometric and traffic
control conditions is estimated at $12.7 million. Implementation of Alternatives 1 and 2 reduces
the estimated value to $7.1 million and $5.1 million, respectively. Constructing a modern
roundabout (Alternative 3) leads to the greatest safety benefit with an estimated crash value of
only $3.4 million. As reported above, the estimated value of crashes assuming implementation of
the short-term improvements is $7.7 million. The safety analysis is documented in Appendix J.
Table 14: Key Safety Statistics
Location/Performance
Measure

Baseline
(Existing
Conditions)

Alternative 1
(4-way,
Signalized
Intersection)

Alternative 2
(4-way with
Right Lane)

Alternative 3
(Modern
Roundabout)

1.2

0.92

0. 62

Colchester Avenue/Barrett Street
Crash Rate (Crashes
per MEV)

1.18

Cost per Crash

$82,000

$28,000

$27,000

$16,000

Annual Cost of Crashes

$493,000

$360,000

$209,000

$107,000

$7,340,000

$5,352,000

$3,116,000

$1,585,635

0.60

NA

0.23

NA

Cost per Crash

$29,000

NA

$25,000

NA

Annual Cost of Crashes

$117,000

NA

$39,000

NA

$1,744,000

$0

$576,000

$0

0.84

0.34

0.34

0.34

Cost per Crash

$29,000

$35,000

$35,000

$35,000

Annual Cost of Crashes

$244,000

$120,000

$120,000

$120,000

$3,633,000

$1,787,000

$1,787,000

$1,787,000

Present Value of
Crashes
Riverside Avenue/Barrett Street
Crash Rate (Crashes
per MEV)

Present Value of
Crashes

Riverside Ave/Colchester Ave/Mill Street
Crash Rate (Crashes
per MEV)

Present Value of
Crashes
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Location/Performance
Measure

Baseline
(Existing
Conditions)

Alternative 1
(4-way,
Signalized
Intersection)

Alternative 2
(4-way with
Right Lane)

Alternative 3
(Modern
Roundabout)

$12,717,000

$7,139,000

$5,480,000

$3,373,000

-

$5,578,000

$7,237,000

$9,344,000

Combined (three locations)
Present Value of
Crashes
Savings Relative to
Existing
MEV-Million Entering Vehicles
NA-Not Applicable. Intersection does not exist for this Alternative.

6.4.3

Physical Impacts

Right-of-Way (ROW) Impacts
The Short-Term improvements are located within the existing highway ROW and do not require
the acquisition of property. Sidewalk construction along Colchester Avenue and Mill Street will
require construction easements as the construction is at the assumed limit of the highway ROW.
The 4-way Intersection alternative and 4-way Intersection with a Separated Right Lane alternative
have similar ROW impacts. A permanent ROW acquisition is needed, approximately 1600 square
feet, to realign the Riverside Avenue northbound intersection approach to meet Colchester
Avenue opposite Barrett Street. The taking would occur between Riverside Avenue and
Colchester Avenue. Construction easements will be needed in two locations. Widening the
Colchester Avenue northbound approach to Barrett Street will require relocation of the eastern
sidewalk on this approach by approximately five feet to the east. This relocation would in turn
require reconstructing the stairs accessing the four residential properties closest to the
intersection. Similarly, proposed new sidewalk construction along Mill Street will require
construction easements as the proposed construction is at the assumed limit of the highway
ROW.
The Roundabout proposal results in the greatest ROW takings. Approximately 4000 square feet of
taking is required for construction in the southwest quadrant of the intersection. The impact of this
taking on the existing home on the impacted parcel are such that the entire residential parcel
and the home on the parcel would be taken. Other takings would be required in the southeast
quadrant of the intersection. Construction easements would be needed for proposed new
sidewalk construction along Mill Street.
Environmental Resource Impacts
Based on research and a field review there are no wetlands, streams, rare, threatened or
endangered (RTE) species, 6(f) public lands, or hazardous waste sites in the project area.
Therefore, impact to environmental resources is not a concern with any of the proposed
alternatives.
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Cultural Resource Impacts
Based on research and a field review, historic resources include a national registered historic
district along Colchester Avenue between Barrett and Mill Streets and surrounding structures
eligible for the historic register. These are considered Section 4(f) resources. The Short-Term
Improvements, the 4-way Intersection alternative and 4-way Intersection with a Separated Right
Lane alternative avoid these resources. The roundabout alternative avoids the national registered
historic district but does require the taking of the property and dwelling at the southwest corner of
the intersection. This structure is likely to be considered an eligible historic structure and therefore
its removal is considered an Adverse Effect on Section 106 and Section 4(f) resources. Historic
and Archeologic information is compiled in Appendix M.
On-Street Parking Impacts
There is on-street parking along the east side of Colchester Avenue between Barrett and Mill
Streets. Typically, this area is intended for parallel parking, but diagonal parking occurs there as
well. Although currently the spaces are unmarked, there is room for five parallel parking spaces.
The Short-Term Improvements include the relocation of the bus stop in this area to the corner of
Colchester Avenue and Mill Street and the construction of a sidewalk bulb-out. This bulb-out
removes one parking space. The medium-term alternatives remove all five parking spaces in this
area.
The on-street loading zone on the north side of Barrett Street in front of Domino’s remains for the
signalized alternatives. The Roundabout alternative removes the loading zone.
There is existing on-street parking along the west side of the Colchester Avenue south of Barrett
Street. It begins at the northernmost driveway prior to the intersection. Improvements proposed as
part of the Short Term and all Medium-Term alternatives remove two on-street parking spaces in
the area.
The addition of bike lanes for the Short-Term Improvements removes two on-street parking spaces
in the area. For the 4-way Intersection alternative and 4-way Intersection with a Separated Right
Lane alternative, the addition of a lane on the Colchester Avenue northbound approach and
the addition of separated bike lanes, removes two on-street parking spaces in this area. The
Roundabout alternative also removes two on-street parking spaces in this area.
Utility Impacts
Exiting utilities in the project area includes aerial electric distribution and communication lines,
underground sewer, water, gas, electric and communications. The Short-Term Improvements
should not significantly impact these utilities although investigations should be done during final
design to ensure the proposed pedestrian signal pole foundations do not conflict with
underground utilities. The 4-way Intersection alternative, 4-way Intersection with a Separated
Right Lane alternative and the Roundabout alternative do include the construction of a new
stormwater system. This system although typically designed to avoid existing utilities will likely
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require some relocation of the underground utilities. Depending on the condition and capacity of
the underground utilities, the utility owner may desire to replace or upgrade their existing facilities
either prior to or during construction.
There are aerial utilities are along the east side of Colchester Avenue. There are two poles
between the bridge and Barrett Street. These two poles remain for all alternatives. On the
Colchester Avenue northbound approach, three utility poles will need to be relocated with all
the alternatives. Any proposed utility work should also consider the plan bridge replacement
project and required utility connections to the new bridge.

6.4.4

Project Costs

The following, Table 15, is a summary of the project costs for all alternatives. As noted, the
Roundabout alternative cost is approximately double the cost of Alternatives 1 and 2. A
complete breakdown is included in Appendix K.
Table 15: Summary of Project Costs
Short Term
Item
Improvements

Alternative 1
(4-way,
Intersection)

Alternative 2
(4-way, Intersection
w/Right Lane

Alternative 3
(Modern
Roundabout)

Construction Costs

$700,000

$2,600,0000

$2,700,000

$4,300,000

Right-of-Way Costs

-

$50,000

$50,000

$700,000

Design Engineering

$100,000

$390,000

$390,000

$720,000

Construction
Engineering

$70,000

$260,000

$260,000

$480,000

Total Project Costs

$875,000

$3,300,000

$3,430,000

$6,700,000

6.4.5

Evaluation Matrix

Table 16 provides an evaluation matrix summarizing the above information by the purpose and
need statement and resource impacts. As shown, there are trade-offs between project cost and
performance. The roundabout alternative is most effective in relieving congestion and improving
safety, but it is also the most expensive alternative to build. It requires the most additional right-ofway and poses the greatest risk. Implementation of the roundabout proposal would require the
removal of an eligible historic structure. There is no certainty that required federal approvals
would be granted for the removal of this structure.
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Table 16: Evaluation Matrix

Alternative 1

Alternative 2

Alternative 3

No
Build

Short Term
Improvements

4 Way Intersection

4 Way Intersection
w/ Separate Right
Lane

$0

$875,000

$3,300,000

$3,430,000

$6,700,000

No

Some

Better

Better

Best

Provides Safer
Bicycle Connectivity
Winooski to
Burlington

No

Some (allows
cyclists safer
east/west
movements)

Some (protected
bike lanes south of
Barrett and south
of Mill northbound)

Some (protected
bike lanes south of
Barrett and south
of Mill northbound)

Some (protected bike
lanes south of Barrett)

Reduces Potential
for Crashes

No

Some

Better

Better

Best

Reduces
Intersection
Complexity

No

No

Best

Best

Better

Manages Peak Hour
Congestion

No

Some

Some

Better

Best

ROW Impacts

None

None

Minor (1600 sf)

Minor (1600 sf)

Major (4000 sf/ 1
house)

Historic Resources

None

None

None

None

Major (Removes 4(f)
resource)

No
change

No Change

Treatment
opportunity

Treatment
opportunity

Treatment opportunity

0

Some (-1 – N.
of Barrett St.
-2 – S. of
Barrett St.)

More (-5 – N. of
Barrett St.
-2 – S. of Barrett St.)

More (-5 – N. of
Barrett St.
-2 – S. of Barrett St.)

More
(-5 – N. of Barrett St.
-2 – S. of Barrett St.)

0

Some
(3 poles relocated
along Colchester
Ave)

Some
(3 poles relocated
along Colchester
Ave)

Some
(3 poles relocated
along Colchester
Ave)

CRITERIA

Project Costs

Roundabout

PURPOSE AND NEED
Improves Pedestrian
Safety

IMPACTS

Stormwater
Net Change in Onstreet parking
spaces

Aerial Utilities

7.0

0

PROJECT ADVISORY COMMITTEE INPUT AND
RECOMMENDATIONS

A series of meetings were held with the Project Advisory Committee to discuss the proposed
alternatives. Minutes from these meetings are in Appendix L. Additional documents made
available to the advisory committee are also provided in Appendix L. These include a walk audit
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for the area prepared by the AARP and written comments on the Short-Term plan provided by
Local Motion. The principal findings and recommendations from the committee are listed below.
Short Term Alternative
Findings:
•

The existing pedestrian and bicyclist safety issues are critical and should be addressed
immediately.

•

The City of Burlington has programmed funding for safety improvements at this location.

•

Installation of a crosswalk and pedestrian signals for a new crossing of Colchester Avenue
just north of Mill Street would be challenging and is not included in any of the longer
range alternatives. There is very limited space available within the existing, narrow
sidewalks to install necessary ramps and signal pole foundations without impeding
pedestrian flow.

Recommendations:
•

Implement the recommended short-term improvements as soon as possible except for
the proposed new pedestrian crossing north of Mill Street.

•

Further evaluate the proposed new pedestrian crossing north of Mill Street to determine its
actual cost and feasibility.

Medium Term Alternatives
Findings:
•

The roundabout alternative is a risky alternative to pursue. Right-of-Way issues and historic
property impacts could derail the project wasting time and resources.

•

The anticipated safety benefits of the roundabout alternative may be overstated given its
hybrid configuration and grade conditions on Colchester Avenue.

•

Alternative 2, the four-way intersection with a separated southbound right-turn lane,
operates better than Alternative 1. Alternative 1 would likely result more frequent vehicle
queues extending northerly from the four-way intersection onto the bridge.

•

The Chace Mill connection to Chase St is not suitable for two-way traffic flow and often
closed to all traffic.

Recommendations:
•

Eliminate the roundabout alternative, Alternative 3, from further consideration.
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•

Advance a “hybrid” alternative should the significant delays be encountered pursuing
Alternative 1 or 2. The hybrid alternative consists of the short-term alternative plus the
addition of a second northbound lane on Colchester Avenue.

•

Consider incorporating recommendations offered by Local Motion to enhance bike lane
markings and tighten curb radii in the final design of the preferred alternative.

•

Consider maintaining full access to Colchester Avenue at Mill Street in the final design of
the preferred alternative.

Final Project Advisory Committee Recommendations and Concerns
In May of 2018, preliminary findings and recommendations of the Winooski River Bridge Scoping
Study were made available to CCRPC staff and Stantec. The bridge study recommends
maintaining four travel lanes on the bridge. This report was updated accordingly and shared with
the Project Advisory Committee (PAC). A PAC meeting was convened on June 19, 2018. At this
meeting Medium Term Alternatives 1 and 2 were compared and the vast majority selected
Alternative 1 as the preferred alternative. Notes from this meeting are found in Appendix L.
Additional recommendations or concerns as part of selecting Alternative 1 to be revisited or
further addressed as part of the design development are as follows:
•

A few members while in favor of Alternative 1 were dissatisfied with the loss of the traffic
signal at Mill Street. It was explained that the intersection would no longer meet signal
warrants without Riverside Avenue traffic and that its removal aligns with the project’s
need for reducing the complexity of the intersection.

•

Loss of parking on the east side of Colchester Avenue between Barrett and Mill was
brought up as a concern for the nearby businesses. It is noted that this sort of change
would need to be approved by the Burlington Public Works Commission.

•

There are impacts to the immediate four easterly properties on Colchester Ave just south
of Barrett St associated with a widened Colchester Ave. Retaining walls and modifications
to their stairways will be required due to the steep slopes.

8.0

MUNICIPAL PREFERRED ALTERNATIVE

This section will be completed once the bridge study is concluded and once a meeting with the
City Council is conducted.
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